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The human visual system has evolved to enable us to perceive
and act in a three-dimensional (3D) world. Both binocular dis-
parity and motion are important sources of information for
human visual perception, and specialized mechanisms are
thought to be dedicated to their processing1–5. To perceive object
position in a stationary scene, the stereoscopic system can use
the small differences between the left and right eyes’ views of an
object (binocular disparity) to obtain information about
depth2,6. However, the visual system is also particularly sensi-
tive to image motion, which is unsurprising as the world out-
side the laboratory almost always contains moving observers
watching moving objects. Here we test whether the visual sys-
tem has specific sensitivity to the small binocular motion dif-
ferences that occur when an object moves toward or away from
an observer (z-motion). In this paper, we use the term stereo-
motion to refer specifically to stereoscopically defined motion-
in-depth. Although there is abundant neurophysiological
evidence that cortical motion neurons are tuned for both dis-
parity and motion7, there is scant evidence for neurons that
respond specifically to stereomotion8.

We used a visual search task in which an observer was asked
to detect a moving target element among a group of station-
ary distractor elements. The visual search paradigm has been
used to explore which stimulus dimensions (e.g. color, motion)
are easily distinguished from others9. This technique can be
thought of as probing whether target and distractor properties
are processed by the same or different neural mechanisms10.
For example, a target element defined only by motion is effort-
lessly detected (pop-out) amid identical but stationary ele-
ments11–13, because moving and stationary targets are
processed by different neural mechanisms. In this study, we
manipulated the monocular motion components to generate
the perception of either lateral (x) motion or stereo (z) motion.
We report that whereas x-motion pops out among stationary
distractors, z-motion does not.

Results
POP-OUT OF STEREOMOTION

Four experimental conditions were used (Fig. 1): a target dot
moving laterally (x-motion) in a field of two-dimensional
(2D) stationary distractors (zero disparity); a target dot under-
going x-motion in a field of 3D stationary distractors, each
having a randomly chosen binocular disparity; a target dot
undergoing 3D motion directly toward the observer (z-
motion) in a field of 2D stationary distractors; and a target
dot undergoing z-motion in a field of 3D stationary distrac-
tors. Observers were shown two stimuli in succession. One
contained only distractors, the other distractors plus the tar-
get. Percent correct for detection of the interval containing
the target was measured for a stimulus containing 100 dots.

By definition, we assumed that a specific motion-sensitive
mechanism would not be affected by purely positional noise.
Thus, pop-out should occur for any condition in which the target
activates a motion-sensitive system that is distinct from the posi-
tional mechanism that registers the position of the distractors.

As expected, a target defined by x-motion was readily
detected even in the presence of a large number of either 2D or
3D distractors (Fig. 2). Performance for a target undergoing z-
motion in 2D noise was similar to that for x-motion (Fig. 2).
However, in principle the target could have been distinguished
from the distractors here either by its stereomotion or simply
by its binocular disparity alone. When the target underwent
z-motion, it started behind the fixation plane and moved to
be in front of the fixation plane. Thus the target would have
very different disparity from the distractors at the beginning
or end of the trial and thus could be detected using disparity
based on the beginning or end of the stimulus presentation.

Testing z-motion amid 3D distractors distinguished
between the use of purely disparity-sensitive systems and sys-
tems that respond to stereomotion (which might rely on either
registering changing disparity or a combination of monocular
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motion signals14,15) in detecting the target. Because the dis-
tractors had randomly chosen disparities, the target could not
be detected on the basis of its disparity alone in any one frame
of the motion sequence. The only feature distinguishing the
target from the distractors was its z-motion. For this condi-
tion, the target was very much harder to detect, suggesting
that there is no specific z-motion sensitivity (Fig. 2).

If target and distractors are detected by a common neural
mechanism, then detection of the target will become more dif-
ficult as the number of distractors increases. Therefore, we
repeated the experiment for x-motion with 2D distractors and
z-motion with 3D distractors, but measured percent correct
for detection of the target dot as a function of the number of
distractors (Fig. 3). Note that with only one distractor present
(the fixation point), all observers had over 90% correct per-
formance, which was similar for the x-motion and z-motion
conditions (although there are inter-observer differences: JMH
found x-motion slightly easier, SPM found z-motion easier,
and SNW’s performance was the same for both conditions).
However, z-motion does not pop out for a large range of dif-
ferent conditions; it is much harder to detect than x-motion,
even for a display containing as few as eight distractors.

Given that z -motion in the world corresponds to approx-
imately equal and opposite x-motion in the left and right eye,
it is startling that the z-motion is almost undetectable, where-
as the monocular components are highly visible. If the observ-
er were to view only the signal presented to one eye, the
x-motion of the target would make it instantly pop out. In
fact, the x-motion stimulus with 2D dis-
tractors consists of one stereo half-image
from the z-motion stimulus with 3D dis-
tractors, but viewed by both eyes. (Note that
very similar results were found when this
stimulus was shown to one eye only.) Thus,
simply changing the direction of the signal
in one eye from rightwards to leftwards
(and hence from x-motion to z-motion)
greatly degrades performance. This is even
more surprising when one considers that
there are at least two potentially indepen-
dent sources of information that the observ-

Fig. 2. Percent correct
for detecting the interval
containing the moving tar-
get dot for two observers,
SPM and SNW. For each
condition, retinal motion
was at 4.13 min/s (corre-
sponding to 0.04 m/s in
depth for the z-motion
condition). Error bars
show standard errors.
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er could use to detect the motion in this
display8. First, it is possible to measure the
disparity of the target through the motion
sequence and use the fact that disparity has
changed to detect the target. Second, each
eye received a motion signal that would
have been easily detectable if presented
alone. Either eye’s signal, or a comparison
of the two, could have been used to detect
the motion. Therefore, although each eye
in the z-motion condition received a tar-
get signal that would pop out when viewed
monocularly, showing the views together
to produce a fused 3D percept prevented
those monocular signals from being avail-
able for target detection.

Our data raise two questions. First, why
does performance for z-motion fall as the
number of 3D distractors is increased? We
interpret this as meaning that the target and
distractors are processed by the same visu-
al mechanism. The distractors in our dis-

play consist of stationary 3D noise, which implies that
detection of z-motion uses 3D position-based mechanisms,
suggesting that there is no special sensitivity to stereomotion.

Second, why does the visual system not have access to the
monocular motion signals that impinge on each eye? One
possibility is that incoming signals from the right and left
eyes are fed into a relatively simple mechanism that cannot
use the subtle interocular motion differences, but simply aver-
ages them. Our experiment used z-motion, which has the
unique property of giving rise to almost equal and opposite
motion signals in the two eyes. If averaging occurred, it would
result in zero motion for such a stimulus. An averaging mech-
anism for binocular motion would stand in contrast to the
more sophisticated position system, which uses the difference
between left and right eye images (binocular disparity) as a
cue for relative depth. Our second experiment addressed
whether the theoretically useful difference information was
being discarded in this way.

POP-OUT WITH COMBINED X-MOTION AND Z-MOTION

A small amount of x-motion was added to the z-motion of
the target, resulting in a slightly different 3D trajectory
(Fig. 4). The motion signals were still of opposite sign in each
eye, but now of slightly different magnitude; signal averaging
would result in a detectable motion signal, so this hypothesis
predicts that the target should pop out.

Percent correct for detection of the target was measured
for the x-only, z-only and x- plus z-motion conditions (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 1. Experimental design.
(a) Observers viewed an
array of 3D distractor dots,
randomly arranged in a
notional end-on cylinder.
The fixation point was iden-
tical to the distractor dots
and positioned at the center
of the cylinder (shown here
as a gray dot for illustrative
purposes). (b) Schematic of
the four stimulus condition
used: target undergoing x-
motion amid 2D distractors;
target undergoing x-motion
amid 3D distractors; target
undergoing z-motion amid
2D distractors; and target
undergoing z-motion amid
3D distractors.
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As predicted, adding even a tiny x-motion to the z-motion
greatly improved performance. However, note that x-motion
alone remained easier to detect than the combined signal. This
is consistent with the averaging hypothesis because the average
motion for the x- plus z-motion condition had a magnitude
that was half that of the x-motion alone. In current experi-
ments, we are using a wide range of x- and z-motion combi-
nations to explore this issue further.

Discussion
To summarize, we suggest that z-motion may be detected by
3D position-based mechanisms (stationary binocular dispari-
ty), rather than by distinct mechanisms that respond to chang-
ing 3D position. Recent work has debated whether a ratio of
left and right eye signals, or rate-of-change of disparity is the
binocular motion cue used for 3D motion perception14,15. Our

results suggest that although both sources of information are
available in our stimulus, neither is used by the visual system as
an explicit source of 3D motion information for this task. Our
explanation could account for Tyler’s classic finding16 that the
absolute threshold for z-motion is higher than for its monoc-
ular x-motion components. Westheimer suggested that the
monocular motion signals were canceled in z-motion17. We
also suggest that the local motion system averages the left- and
right-eye velocity signals, thereby discarding binocular differ-
ential information about motion.

Many studies in the current neurophysiological literature
suggest that motion-sensitive cells are also tuned for binocu-
lar disparity7, 18. However, this does not necessarily mean that
these neurons are specifically responsive to stereomotion.
Rather, they may be involved in identifying the position in
depth of a moving object. For example, at any particular time,
the interocular position difference of an object (whether mov-
ing or not) specifies its position in depth. A neuron that is
responsive to this position difference may also be responsive to
motion. However, our data suggest that if such neurons are
involved in the perception of both motion and disparity, then
any differences in monocular speeds or directions are not used
to detect stereomotion. A system based on such neurons
would allow a target moving laterally in front of another mov-
ing surface to be highly visible, whereas a small z-motion of
the target would hardly be noticed.

Methods
STIMULI. Stimuli were generated and displayed using an Amiga 3000
computer. Each stereo half-image was presented on a x-y CRT screen
with P4 phosphor. Images were superimposed for stereo viewing using
a beamsplitter and viewed at 1 m. Polarizing filters in front of eyes
and screens guaranteed that only one screen was visible to each eye.

The stimuli consisted of a variable number of stationary noise dots
in a 3D cylinder of diameter 5.66 cm (subtending 3.24 degrees at the 1
m viewing distance) and simulated length in depth of 5.66 cm (giv-
ing 11.64 arcmin binocular disparity). The stationary distractor dots
and a single target dot each subtended approximately 2 minutes and
had a luminance of 6 cd/m2 (for details of luminance measurement
see ref. 19). Observers fixated a point in the center of the 3D cylinder.

TASK. In a two-alternative, forced-choice procedure, the observer was
shown two intervals, one containing only the stationary noise dots,
the other containing the moving target dot plus the stationary dis-
tractors, and was asked to judge which interval contained the target
dot. Each interval was presented for 500 ms (at a frame rate of 30 Hz). 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS. In the first motion frame, the target appeared
behind the fixation point. Its position was arranged such that halfway
through the motion sequence the target would pass through the fixa-
tion plane. We used relatively slow target speeds (typically 0.04 m/s for
z-motion) to ensure that the stimuli were binocularly fused. At faster
speeds, a target undergoing z-motion was easier to detect. However,
there could be at least two reasons for this. First, the fusion range for
small foveal targets can be 10 arcmin or less20. Any failure of fusion
could introduce a small amount of x-axis motion, which would be read-
ily detected among 3D distractors. Second, we were interested in com-
paring the sensitivities of putative z-motion and x-motion mechanisms.
The large change in disparity associated with faster speeds might have
been detected by a mechanism responsive to disparity or position. Tar-
get motion was well above motion detection threshold, as is demon-
strated by almost perfect detection for the conditions with no stationary
noise. In the first experiment, the z-motion speed was 0.04 m/s, corre-
sponding to 4.13 minutes/sec on each retina. The target dot thus cov-
ered 2 cm in depth and 2.07 minutes on each retina during the duration
of the stimulus presentation.
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Fig. 3. Percent correct as a function of the number of distractors
for x-motion amid 2D distractors (p ) and z-motion amid 3D dis-
tractors (P ). Each graph is for a different observer. Performance
falls dramatically for the z-motion condition as the number of dis-
tractors is increased. Error bars show standard errors.

Fig. 4. Percent correct as a function of the number of distractors in
three experimental conditions for two observers. For JMH, a motion-
in-depth of 0.04 m/s was used; for SPM, motion-in-depth of 0.06 m/s
was used. Conditions were z-motion only amid 3D distractors (P ), z-
motion plus x-motion amid 3D distractors ( ), and x-motion amid
3D distractors (p ). The combined x- and z-motion signal was con-
structed so that one eye’s motion signal had half the magnitude it had
in the x-motion condition, and the other had 1.5 times that magni-
tude. Note that this results in an average retinal motion of half that
for the x-motion condition. The two graphs show that adding a small
amount of x-motion to the z-motion condition greatly improved per-
formance. Error bars show standard errors.
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